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Figure 1: We tackle the tasks of: a) canonical surface mapping (CSM) i.e. mapping pixels to corresponding points on a template shape, and
b) predicting articulation of this template. Our approach allows learning these without relying on keypoint supervision, and we visualize
the results obtained across several categories. The color across the template 3D model on the left and image pixels represent the predicted
mapping among them, while the smaller 3D meshes represent our predicted articulations in camera (top) or a novel (bottom) view.

Abstract
We tackle the tasks of: 1) predicting a Canonical Surface
Mapping (CSM) that indicates the mapping from 2D pixels to corresponding points on a canonical template shape
, and 2) inferring the articulation and pose of the template corresponding to the input image. While previous
approaches rely on keypoint supervision for learning, we
present an approach that can learn without such annotations. Our key insight is that these tasks are geometrically
related, and we can obtain supervisory signal via enforcing consistency among the predictions. We present results
across a diverse set of animal object categories, showing
that our method can learn articulation and CSM prediction
from image collections using only foreground mask labels
for training. We empirically show that allowing articulation helps learn more accurate CSM prediction, and that
enforcing the consistency with predicted CSM is similarly
critical for learning meaningful articulation.

1. Introduction
We humans have a remarkable ability to associate our
2D percepts with 3D concepts, at both a global and a local
level. As an illustration, given a pixel around the nose of
the horse depicted in Figure 1 and an abstract 3D model,
we can easily map this pixel to its corresponding 3D point.
Further, we can also understand the global relation between
the two, e.g. the 3D structure in the image corresponds to
the template with the head bent down. In this work, we pursue these goals of a local and global 3D understanding, and
tackle the tasks of: a) canonical surface mapping (CSM) i.e.
mapping from 2D pixels to a 3D template, and b) predicting
this template’s articulation corresponding to the image.
While several prior works do address these tasks, they
do so independently, typically relying on large-scale annotation for providing supervisory signal. For example, Guler
et al. [2] show impressive mappings from pixels to a template human mesh, but at the cost of hundreds of thousands
of annotations. Similarly, approaches pursuing articulation
inference [16, 43] also rely on keypoint annotation to enable
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learning. While these approaches may be used for learning
about categories of special interest e.g. humans, cats etc.,
the reliance on such large-scale annotation makes them unscalable for generic classes. In contrast, our goal in this
work is to enable learning articulation and pixel to surface
mappings without leveraging such manual annotation.
Our key insight is that these two forms of prediction are
in fact geometrically related. The CSM task yields a dense
local mapping from pixels to the template shape, and conversely, inferring the global articulation (and camera pose)
indicates a transform of this template shape onto the image.
We show that these two predictions can therefore provide
supervisory signal for each other, and that enforcing a consistency between them can enable learning without requiring direct supervision for either of these tasks. We present
an approach that operationalizes this insight, and allows us
to learn CSM and articulation prediction for generic animal
object categories from online image collections.
We build on upon our prior work [18] that, with a similar motivation, demonstrated that it is possible to learn CSM
prediction without annotation, by relying on the consistency
between rigid reprojections of the template shape and the
predicted CSM. However, this assumed that the object in
an image is rigid e.g. does not have a bent head, moving
leg etc., and this restricts the applicability and accuracy for
objects that exhibit articulation. In contrast, we explicitly
allow predicting articulations, and incorporate these before
enforcing such consistency, and our approach thereby: a)
helps us learn articulation prediction without supervision,
and b) leads to more accurate CSM inference. We present
qualitative and quantitative results across diverse classes indicating that we learn accurate articulation and pixel to surface mappings across these. Our approach allows us to learn
using ImageNet [6] images with approximate segmentations from off-the-shelf systems, thereby enabling learning in setups that previous supervised approaches could not
tackle, and we believe this is a step towards large-internetscale 3D understanding.

2D keypoint annotations for learning, and sometimes even
inference. Our goal is to learn such a prediction without
requiring this supervision. We show that enforcing consistency with a dense pixel to 3D mapping allows us to do so.
Dense Mappings and Correspondences. In addition to
learning articulation, we a predict per-pixel mapping to a
template shape. Several previous approaches similarly pursue pixel to surface [2, 23, 24, 28, 42] or volume [35] mappings, but unlike our approach, crucially rely on direct supervision towards this end. Note that these mappings also
allow one to recover correspondences across images, as corresponding pixels have similar representations. Towards
this general goal of learning representations that respect
correspondence, several prior works attempt to design [22],
or learn features invariant to camera movement [9, 38], or
synthetic transforms [30]. While the latter approaches can
be leveraged without supervision, the embedding does not
enforce a geometric structure, which is what crucially helps
us jointly learn articulation and pose. Closer to our work,
Kulkarni et al. [18] learn a similar mapping without direct
supervision but unlike us, ignore the effects of articulation,
which we model to obtain more accurate results.
Reconstructing Objects in 3D. Our approach can be considered as predicting a restricted form of 3D reconstruction
from images, by ‘reconstructing’ the 3D shape in the form
of an articulated template shape and its pose. There are
many existing approaches which tackle more general forms
of 3D prediction, ranging from volumetric prediction [5, 10]
to point cloud inference [8, 20]. Perhaps more directly related to our representation is the line of work that, following
the seminal work on Blanz and Vetter [3], represents the 3D
in the form of a morphabble model, jointly capturing articulation and deformation [21, 25, 26]. While all these approaches yield more expressive 3D than our approach, they
typically rely on 3D supervision for training. Even methods that attempt to relax this [16, 33, 39] need to leverage
multi-view or keypoint supervision for learning, and in this
work, we attempt to also relax this requirement.

2. Related Work
Pose and Articulation Prediction. One of the tasks we address is that of inferring the camera pose and articulation
corresponding to an input image. The task of estimating
pose for rigid objects has been central to understanding objects in 3D scenes, and addressed by several works over the
decades, from matching based methods [12, 27, 37], to recent CNN based predictors [29, 32]. Closer to our work, a
natural generalization of this task towards animate objects
is to also reason about their articulation i.e. movement of
parts, and a plethora of fitting based [4, 15] or prediction
based [14, 36, 43] methods have been proposed to tackle
this. While these show impressive results across challenging classes, these methods crucially rely on (often dense)

3. Approach
Given an input image I, our goal is to infer: (1) a per-pixel
correspondence C, mapping each pixel in I to a point on
the template; (2) an articulation δ of the 3D template, as
well as a camera pose π = (s, R, t) that represents how
the object appears in or projects into the image. We operationalize this with two deep networks fθ and gθ′ that take as
input image I, and produce C ≡ fθ (I) and δ, π ≡ gθ′ (I) respectively. Instead of requiring large-scale manual keypoint
annotations for learning these mappings, we strive for an
approach that can learn without such keypoint labels, using
only category-level image collections with (possibly noisy)
foreground masks. Our key insight is that the two tasks of
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predicting pixel to 3D template mappings and transformations of template to image frame are geometrically related,
and we can enforce consistency among the predictions to
obtain supervisory signal for both. Recent work by Kulkarni et al. [18] leveraged a similar insight to learn CSM prediction, but assumed a rigid template, which is a fundamentally limiting assumption for most animate object classes.
We present an approach that further allows the model to articulate, and observe that this enables us to both learn about
articulation without supervision, and recover more accurate
pixel to surface mappings.
The core loss and technique is a geometric consistency
loss that synchronizes the CSM, articulation and pose,
which we present along with our articulation parametrization in Section 3.1. We then describe how we train fθ and
gθ′ in Section 3.2, which builds on this core loss by adding
auxiliary losses based on mask supervision and shows how
our approach can be extended to incorporate sparse keypoint supervision if available.
Mesh Preliminaries. We note that the surface of a mesh is
a 2D manifold in 3D space and we can therefore construct a
2D parametrization of a 3D surface as φ : [0, 1)2 → S. This
maps a 2D vector u to a unique point on the surface of the
template shape S. Given such a surface parametrization, a
canonical surface mapping C is defined as a 2D vector image, such that for a given pixel p, φ(C[p]) is its corresponding 3D point on the template. Please see the supplemental
for additional details on constructing φ for a template shape.

Figure 2: Sample per-part vertex assignments. We show softened per-vertex assignment to various parts of quadrupeds. This
pre-computed soft assignment enables us to obtain smooth deformations of the template mesh across the part boundaries under articulation.

Figure 3: Illustration of surface parametrization and articulation. Given a 2D coordinate u ∈ [0, 1]2 , the function φ maps it
to the surface of a template shape, which can then be transformed
according to the articulation δ specified. We depict here the mappings from this 2D space to the articulated shapes for two possible
articulations: horse with moving legs, and sheep with a bent head.

3.1. Articulation-aware Geometric Consistency
Articulation Parametrization. Given a template shape in
the form of a mesh, we approximately group its vertices into
functional ‘parts’ e.g. head, neck, legs etc., as well as define
a hierarchy among these parts. While our initial grouping
is discrete, following standard practices in computer graphics [19], we ‘soften’ the per-vertex assignment as depicted
in Figure 2. Assuming K parts, this ‘rigging’ procedure
yields, for each mesh vertex v, the associated memberships
αkv ∈ [0, 1] corresponding to each part. Note that this annotation procedure is easily scalable, requiring only a few
minutes per category (for a non-expert annotator). The articulation δ of this template is specified by a rigid transformation (translation and rotation) of each part w.r.t. its
parent part i.e. δ ≡ {(tk , Rk )}, with the ‘body’ being the
root part. Given (predicted) articulation parameters δ, we
can compute a global transformation Tk (·, δ) for each part,
s.t. a point p on the part in the canonical template moves
to Tk (p, δ) in the articulated template (see supplemental for
details). Therefore, given a vertex v on the canonical template
we can compute its position after articulation as
P mesh,
v
α
T
(v,
δ). We can extend this definition for any point
k k k
p on the surface using barycentric interpolation (see sup-

plemental). We slightly overload notation for convenience,
and denote by δ(p) the position of any point p ∈ S after
undergoing articulation specified by δ.
Canonical to Articulated Surface Mapping. For any 2D
vector u ∈ [0, 1)2 , we can map it to the template shape via
φ. If the shape has undergone an articulation specified by δ,
we can map this vector to a point on the articulated shape
by composing the articulation and mapping, or δ(φ(u)). We
depict this in Figure 3, and show the mapping from the 2D
space to the template under various articulations. Given a
pixel to canonical surface mapping C, we can therefore recover for a pixel p its corresponding point on the articulated
shape as δ(φ(C[p])).
Geometric Consistency. The canonical surface mapping
defines a 2D → 3D mapping from a pixel to a point on
the 3D mesh; we show how to use cameras observing the
mesh to define a cycle-consistent loss from each mesh point
to a pixel. In particular, the canonical surface mapping C
maps pixels to the corresponding 3D points on the (unarticulated) template. In the other direction, a (predicted)
articulation δ and camera parameters π define a mapping
from this canonical shape to the image space: the mesh de-
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Figure 4: Articulation-aware Geometric Cycle Consistency.
Given an image pixel, we can map it to a point on the surface of
the template shape using the predicted CSM mapping and φ. We
then articulate the surface using δ to map points on the surface of
template shape to the articulated shape. The inconsistency arising
from the reprojection of points from articulated shape under the
camera π yields the geometric cycle consistency loss, Lgcc .

forms and is then projected back into the image. Ideally,
for any pixel p, this 3D mapping to the template followed
by articulation and projection should yield the original pixel
location if the predictions are geometrically consistent. We
call this constraint as geometric cycle consistency (GCC).
We can operationalize this to measure the inconsistency
between a canonical surface mapping C, articulation δ and
camera π, as shown in Figure 4. Given a foreground
pixel p, its corresponding point on the template shape can
be computed as φ(C[p]), and on the articulated shape as
δ(φ(C[p])). Given the (predicted) camera π, we can compute its reprojection in the image frame as π(δ(φ(C[p]))).
We then penalize the difference between the initial and the
reprojected pixel location to enforce consistency.
X
kp − p̄k ; p̄ = π(δ(φ(C[p])))
(1)
Lgcc =
p∈If

3.2. Learning CSM and Articulation Prediction
Recall that our goal is to train a predictor fθ that predicts
the CSM C and a predictor gθ′ that predicts the articulation
δ and camera π. Our approach, as illustrated in Figure 5,
learns these using Lgcc that enforces consistency among the
predictions. We additionally have to add auxiliary losses
based on foreground mask supervision to prevent trivial or
degenerate solutions. These losses penalize the discrepancy
between the annotated masks and masks rendered from the
articulated mesh. We describe the learning procedure and
objectives in more detail below, and then discuss incorporating keypoint supervision if available.
Visibility Constraints. The GCC reprojection can be con-

Figure 5: Overview of our approach. Our approach A-CSM
jointly learns to predict the CSM mapping, a camera, and the articulation. We require that these predictions be consistent with
each other by enforcing the Lcyc and Lmask constraint.

sistent even under mappings to an occluded region e.g. if
the pixel considered in Figure 4 were mapped to the other
side of the horse’s head, its image reprojection map still
be consistent. To discourage such mappings to invisible
regions, we follow Kulkarni et al. [18] and incorporate a
visibility loss Lvis that penalizes inconsistency between the
reprojected and rendered depth (for more details see supplemental).
Overcoming Ambiguities via Mask Supervision. Simply enforcing self-consistency among all predictions in absence of any grounding however, can lead to degenerate
solutions. Hence, we leverage the foreground mask obtained under camera (π) for the template shape after articulation (δ) to match the annotated foreground mask. As
we want to encourage more precise articulation, we find it
beneficial to measure the difference between the 2D distance fields induced by the foreground masks instead of
simply comparing the per-pixel binary values, and define
an objective Lmask to capture this. This objective is sum of
mask-consistency and mask-coverage objectives as defined
in [17]. We describe it further detail in the supplemental.
Learning Objective. Our overall training objective Ltotal
then minimizes a combination of the above losses:
Ltotal = Lgcc + Lvis + Lmask

(2)

Additionally, instead of learning a camera and deformation
predictor gθ′ that predicts a unique output, we follow previous approaches [13, 18, 31] to learn a multi-hypothesis
predictor, that helps overcome local minima. Concretely,
gθ′ (I) outputs 8 (pose, deformation) hypotheses, {(πi , δi )},
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and an associated probability ci , and we minimize the expected loss across these.
Leveraging Optional Keypoint (KP) Supervision. While
we are primarily interested in learning without any manual
keypoint annotations, our approach can be easily extended
to additional annotations for some set of semantic keypoints
e.g. nose, left eye etc. are available. To leverage these, we
manually define the set of corresponding 3D points X on
the template for these semantic 2D keypoints. Given an input image with 2D annotations {xi } we can leverage these
for learning. We do so by adding an objective that ensures
the projection of the corresponding 3D keypoints under the
predicted camera pose π, after articulation, is consistent
with the available 2D annotations. We denote I as indices
of the visible keypoints to formalize the objective as:
X
kxi − π(δ(Xi ))k
(3)
Lkp =
i∈I

In scenarios where such supervision is available, we observe that our approach enables us to easily leverage it for
learning. While we later empirically examine such scenarios and highlight consistent benefits of allowing articulation
in these, all visualizations in the paper are in a keypointfree setting where this additional loss is not used.
Implementation Details. We use a ResNet18 [11] based
encoder and a convolutional decoder to implement the
per-pixel CSM predictor fθ and another instantiation of
ResNet18 based encoder for the deformation and camera
predictor gθ′ . We describe these in more detail in the supplemental and links to code are available on the webpage.

4. Experiments
Our approach allows us to: a) learn a CSM prediction
indicating mapping from each pixel to corresponding 3D
point on template shape, and b) infer the articulation and
pose that transforms the template to the image frame. We
present experiments that evaluate both these aspects, and
we empirically show that: a) allowing for articulation helps
learn accurate CSM prediction (Section 4.2), and b) we
learn meaningful articulation, and that enforcing consistency with CSM is crucial for this learning (Section 4.3).

4.1. Datasets and Inputs
We create our dataset out of existing datasets – CUB-2002011 [34], PASCAL [7], and Imagenet [6], which we divide into two sets by animal species. The first, (Set 1) are
birds, cows, horses and sheep, on which we report quantitative results. To demonstrate generality, we also have (Set 2),
or other animals on which we show qualitative results. Animals in Set 1 have keypoints available, which enable both
quantitative results and experiments that test our model in

the presence of keypoints. Animals in Set 2 do not have
keypoints, and we show qualitative results. Throughout, we
follow the underlying dataset’s training and testing splits to
ensure meaningful results.
Birds. We use the CUB-200-2011 dataset for training and
testing on birds (using the standard splits). It comprises
6000 images across 200 species, as well as foreground mask
annotations (used for training), and annotated keypoints
(used for evaluation, and optionally in training).
Set 1 Quadrupeds (Cows, Horses, Sheep). We combine images from PASCAL VOC and Imagenet. We use
the VOC masks and masks on Imagenet produced from a
COCO trained Mask RCNN model. When we report experiments that additionally leverage keypoints during training
for these classes, they only use this supervision on the VOC
training subset of images (and are therefore only ‘semisupervised’ in terms of keypoint annotations).
Set 2 Quadrupeds (Hippos, Rhinos, Kangaroos, etc.).
We use images from Imagenet. In order to obtain masks
for these animals, we annotate coarse masks for around 300
images per category, and then train a Mask RCNN by combining all these annotations into a single class, thus predicting segmentations for a generic ‘quadruped’ category.
Filtering. Throughout, we filter images with one large untruncated and largely unoccluded animal (i.e., some grass is
fine).
Template Shapes. We download models for all categories
from [1]. We partition the quadrupeds to have 7 parts corresponding to torso, 4 legs, head, and a neck (see Figure 2 for
examples of some of these). For the elephant model, we additionally mark two more parts for the trunk without a neck.
Our birds model has 3 parts (head, torso, tail).

4.2. Evaluating CSM via Correspondence Transfer
The predicted CSMs represent a per-pixel correspondence to the 3D template shape. Unfortunately, directly
evaluating these requires dense annotation which is difficult
to acquire, but we note that this prediction also allows one
to infer dense correspondence across images. Therefore, we
can follow the evaluation protocol typically used for measuring image to image correspondence quality [40, 41], and
indirectly evaluate the learned mappings by measuring the
accuracy for transferring annotated keypoints from a source
to a target image as shown in Figure 7.
Keypoint Transfer using CSM Prediction. Given a source
and a target image, we want to transfer an annotated keypoint from the source to the targert using the predicted pixelwise mapping. Intuitively, given a query source pixel, we
can recover its corresponding 3D point on the template using the predicted CSM, and can then search over the target image for the pixel that is predicted to map the closest
(described formally in the supplemental). Given some key-
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Rigid-CSM
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Figure 6: Induced part labeling. Our CSM inference allows inducing pixel-wise semantic part predictions. We visualize the parts of the
template shape in the 1st and 5th columns, and the corresponding induced labels on the images via corresponding 3D point.

Figure 7: Visualizing Keypoint Transfer. We transfer keypoints
from the ‘source’ image to target image. Keypoint Transfer comparison between Rigid-CSM [18] and A-CSM (Ours). We see
that the inferred correspondences as a result of modeling articulation are more accurate, for example note the keypoint transfers for
the head of the sheep and horse.

point annotations on one image, we can therefore predict
corresponding points on another.
Evaluation Metric. We use the ‘Percentage of Correct
Keypoint Transfers’ (PCK-Transfer) metric to indirectly
evaluate the learned CSM mappings. Given several sourcetarget image pairs, we transfer annotated keypoints from the
source to the target, and label a transfer as ‘correct’ if the
predicted location is within 0.1 × max(w, h) distance of
the ground-truth location. We report our performance over
10K source-target pairs
Baselines. We report comparisons against two alternate approaches that leverage similar form of supervision. First,
we compare against Rigid-CSM [18] which learns similar
pixel to surface mappings, but without allowing model articulation. The implementation of this baseline simply corresponds to using our training approach, but without any the
articulation δ. We also compare against the Dense Equivari-

ance (DE) [30] approach that learns self-supervised mappings from pixels to an implicit (and non-geometric) space.
Results. We report the empirical results obtained under
two settings: with, and without keypoint supervision for
learning in Table 1. We find that across both these settings, our approach of learning pixel to surface mappings
using articulation-aware geometric consistency improves
over learning using articulation-agnostic consistency. We
also find that our geometry-aware approach performs better than learning equivariant embeddings using synthetic
transforms. We visualize keypoint transfer results in Figure 7 and observe accurate transfers despite different articulation e.g. for the horse head, we can accurately transfer the
keypoints despite it being bent in the target and not in the
source. The Rigid-CSM [18] baseline however, does not do
so successfully. We also visualize the induced part labeling
by transferring part labels from 3D models to image pixels
shown in Figure 6.

4.3. Articulation Evaluation via Keypoint Reprojection.
Towards analyzing the fidelity of the learned articulation
(and pose), we observe that under accurate predictions, annotated 2D keypoints in images should match re-projection
of manually defined 3D keypoints on the template. We
therefore measure whether the 3D keypoints on the articulated template, when reprojected back with the predicted
camera pose, match the 2D annotations. Using this metric,
we address: a) does allowing articulation help accuracy?
and b) is joint training with CSM consistency helpful?
Evaluation Metrics. We again use the ‘Percentage of Correct Keypoints’ (PCK) metric to evaluate the accuracy of
3D keypoints of template when articulated and reprojected.
For each test image with available 2D keypoint keypoint
annotations, we obtain reprojections of 3D points, and label a reprojection correct if the predicted location is within
0.1 × max(w, h) distance of the ground-truth. Note that
unlike ‘PCK-Transfer’, this evaluation is done per-image.
Do we learn meaningful articulation? We report the key-
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Figure 8: Sample Results. We demonstrate our approach to learn the CSM mapping and articulation over a wide variety of non-rigid
objects. The figure depicts: a) category-level the template shape on the left, b) per-image CSM prediction where colors indicate correspondence, and c) the predicted articulated shape from camera and a novel view.
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Table 1: PCK-Transfer for Evaluating CSM Prediction. We
evaluate the transfer of keypoints from a source and target image,
and report the transfer accuracy as PCK transfer as described in
Section 4.2. Higher is better

Supv

Method

KP +
Mask

Rigid-CSM [18]
A-CSM (ours)

45.8
51.0

42.1
44.6

28.5
29.2

31.5
39.0

Rigid-CSM [18]
Dense-Equi [30]
A-CSM (ours)

36.4
33.5
42.6

31.2
23.3
32.9

26.3
20.9
26.3

24.7
19.6
28.6

Mask

Birds Horses Cows Sheep

Table 2: Articulation Evaluation. We compute PCK under reprojection of manually annotated keypoints on the mesh as described in Section 4.3. Higher is better.

Supv

Method

Birds Horses Cows Sheep

KP +
Mask

Rigid-CSM [18]
A-CSM (ours)

68.5
72.4

46.4
57.3

52.6
56.8

47.9
57.4

Mask

Rigid-CSM [18]
A-CSM (ours)

50.9
46.8

49.7
54.2

37.4
41.5

36.4
42.5

Table 3: Effect of Lgcc for Learning Articulation. We report
performance of our method, and compare it with a variant trained
without the geometric cycle loss.

Supv

Method

Birds Horses Cows Sheep

KP +
Mask

A-CSM (ours)
A-CSM w/o GCC

72.4
72.2

57.3
35.5

56.8
56.6

57.4
54.5

Mask

A-CSM (ours)
A-CSM w/o GCC

47.5
12.9

54.2
24.8

43.8
18.7

42.5
16.6

point reprojection accuracy across classes under settings
with different forms of supervision in Table 2. We compare
against the alternate approach of not modeling articulations,
and observe that our approach yields more accurate predictions, thereby highlighting that we do learn meaningful articulation. One exception is for ‘birds’ when training without keypoint supervision, but we find this to occur because
of some ambiguities in defining the optimal 3D keypoint on
the template, as ‘back’, ‘wing’ etc. and we found that our
model simply learned a slightly different (but consistent)
notion of pose, leading to suboptimal evaluation. We also
show several qualitative results in Figure 8 and Figure 1
that depict articulations of the canonical mesh for various
input images, and do observe that we can learn to articulate
parts like moving legs, elephant trunk, animal heads etc.,
and these results do clearly highlight that we can learn articulation using our approach.
Does consistency with CSM help learn articulation? The

cornerstone of our approach is that we can obtain supervisory signal by enforcing consistency among predicted
CSM, articulation, and pose. However, another source of
signal for learning articulation (and pose) is the mask supervision. We therefore investigate whether this joint consistency is useful for learning, or whether just the mask supervision can suffice. We train a variant of our model ‘A-CSM
w/o GCC’ where we only learn the pose and articulation
predictor g, without the cycle consistency loss. We report
the results obtained under two supervision settings in Table 3, and find that when keypoint supervision is available,
using the consistency gives modest improvements. However, when keypoint supervision is not available, we observe
that this consistency is critical for learning articulation (and
pose), and that performance in settings without keypoint supervision drops significantly if not enforced.

4.4. Learning from Imagenet
As our approach enables learning pixel to surface mappings and articulation without requiring keypoint supervision, we can learn these from a category-level image collection e.g. ImageNet, using automatically obtained segmentation masks. We used our ‘quadruped’ trained Mask-RCNN
to obtain (noisy) segmentation masks per instance. We then
use our approach to learn articulation and canonical surface
mapping for these classes. We show some results in Figure 1 and Figure 8, where all classes except (birds, horse,
sheep, cow) were trained using only ImageNet images. We
observe that even under this setting with limited and noisy
supervision, our approach enables us to learn meaningful
articulation and consistent CSM prediction.

5. Discussion
We presented an approach to jointly learn prediction of
canonical surface mappings and articulation, without direct
supervision, by instead enforcing consistency among the
predictions. While enabling articulations allowed us to go
beyond explaining pixelwise predictions via reprojections
of a rigid template, the class of transformations allowed
may still be restrictive in case of intrinsic shape variation.
An even more challenging scenario where our approach is
not directly applicable is for categories where a template is
not well-defined e.g. chairs, and future attempts could investigate enabling learning over these. Finally, while our focus
was to demonstrate results in setting without direct supervision, our techniques may also be applicable in scenarios
where large-scale annotation is available, and can serve as
further regularization or a mechanism to include even more
unlabelled data for learning.
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